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Heavy Duty Rinse Additive for Hard Water
Product Number 4730

Description

A concentrated, liquid drying agent designed for hot temperature dishwashing in hard water areas and in high total dissolved
solids (TDS) conditions. Helps to minimize the effects from poor water conditions and reduces film build-up on internal
surfaces of dish machine. Allows water to sheet from kitchenware without causing spots or streaks. Speeds drying time.

Directions

Designed only for use in the ConQuest system. Our easy to handle container is designed to eliminate the difficulties
associated with the handling of heavy pails and drums.
Remove shipping cap from concentrated container. Place container into a properly marked ConQuest rack. Secure the
specially designed cap adapter onto the bottle, making sure the dispensing tube corresponds with that product. Product is
now ready to dispense.
See your service representative for setting automated dilution. Amount used will depend upon item cleaned and soil amount.

Technical Data

Color ................................................Clear, Blue
Scent................................................N/A
Biodegradable..................................Yes

pH (1% solution) .............................. 3.3-3.5
Viscosity .......................................... Medium
Density ............................................ 8.65 lbs./gallon

Product Category: Warewash/Mechanical Washing
DOT Shipping Name: Compound, Cleaning, Liquid

Response/First Aid

Have the product container or label with you when calling poison control center or physician. IF ON SKIN (or hair): Wash
with plenty of soap and water. Take off contaminated clothing and wash before re-use. If skin irritation occurs, get medical
advice/attention. IF SWALLOWED: Rinse mouth. Do NOT induce vomiting. Immediately call a POISON CENTER or
physician for treatment advice. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if
present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or physician for treatment advice. If eye irritation
persists, get medical advice/attention.
STORAGE & DISPOSAL: No GHS phrases apply. Refer to the Safety Data Sheet for more information.

